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FENIX UC01 is a compact flashlight in the form of a key ring, equipped with an integrated polymer lithium battery and a
powerful NICHIA diode with a maximum light output of 45 lumens. FENIX UC01 is a flashlight in the form of a key ring,
which is perfect for everyday use. This small device generates a maximum light output of up to 45 lumens, which is
sufficient to illuminate the way, finding keys in a bag or reading in a tent. The polycarbonate body of the flashlight has
an IPX6 resistance class, can withstand a fall of 1 m, can be exposed to intense rain and temporary flooding. The
flashlight is powered by a built-in lithium-polymer battery, which is charged via a micro-USB socket. To do this, all you
need to do is connect a laptop or bank power flashlight using a standard micro-USB cable. The full charging process
takes approx. 120 minutes. The flashlight has a battery level indicator. The diode changing the color, clearly indicates
the need to connect the flashlight to the charging. The protection system protects against overcharging and deep
discharge of the battery. The FENIX UC01 flashlight uses a powerful NICHIA diode with a lifespan of 50,000 hours. The
operator allows selection of one of 3 light levels: low, medium and high. He is also responsible for the constant
brightness of light in each of the above modes. Thanks to the memory function, when switched on, the torch
automatically activates the last used mode. Depending on the brightness of the light, the flashlight works up to 50 hours
(in low mode) A wide angle (102 °) and a working range of light is maximum 7 meters (in high mode) which allows you to
comfortably illuminate the space directly in front of you. The FENIX UC01 flashlight is operated by means of one metal
button responsible for switching the flashlight on / off, changing the brightness level and activating the battery level
indicator. Metal hook allows you to attach a flashlight to keys, clothing or equipment. Technical11parameters
â€¢ number of
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modes: 3 â€¢ maximum luminous flux: 45 lm â€¢ maximum range: 7 m â€¢ maximum angle of glare: 102 ° â€¢ maximum
working time: 50 hours â€¢ lifespan of the diode: up to 50,000 h â€¢ waterproof IPX class according to IEC 529: IPX-6 / OB
3 â€¢ resistance to fall: up to 1 m â€¢ charging: via the microUSB port â€¢ dimensions: 62 x 22.5 x 10 mm â€¢ weight: 13 g â
elements of the set: torch, ring for fixing (eg for keys) Warranty 24 months
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